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Vertics 2.0 is a comprehensive
and integrated Software
Solutions designed and
developed by Trans Emirates
Systems, It has been conceived
by a blend of seasoned
professionals with rich and
relevant experience.

WHY
VERTIC S

CUSTOMIZATION

STUNNING REPORTING

Chances are that no accounting software
will exactly match your business’s needs.
That’s why you’ll want to look for a product
that allows the easy customization of
statements, forms, reports, screens, help
systems and other program facets.

View or export your reports in HTML, PDF
and Microsoft Excel formats. Reports will
provide use case models, use case reports
and requirements hierarchy reports.

DATA SECURIT Y

EXPANDABILIT Y

USABILIT Y/ LEARNABILIT Y

Data Security and protection is vital to all
of our customers. For this reason, we
provide weekly redundant backups. (Cloud
backup service also available upon
request)

Your business may grow in scope as well as
size. The accounting program vendor
should either offer add-on modules that
allow customers to slap extra capabilities
to its product, or a migration path to a full
ERP environment.

The amount of efforts or time required to
learn how to use the software is very less.
This software is very user-friendly even
for IT-illiterate people.
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VERTIC S

2.0

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
LICENSE T YPES

Lite \ Standard \ ERP

PAYMENT T YPE

Onetime \ Monthly

USE CASES / INDUSTRY
Trading
Manufacturing
Construction
Engineering

Consulting
Maintenance & AMC
Recruitment

MODULES
& FEATURES

INQUIRY & SALES
The sales module provides in-depth insight into the
main business processes of sales and distribution, such
as inquiry, quotation, deliveries, invoicing, customer
credit, backlog management, discount management,
sales returns handling, statistics and follow-ups,
accounts receivable etc...This module comes with a
complete Enquiry Manager which helps to track the
performance of your team.

PROJECTS
The project management module comes with everything you need to track and
manage projects. It offers an array of features like, managing BOQ’s, Manpower
and other over heads of project. This module comes with varieties of project
related reports which help to increase team productivity and reduce burnout.

RFQ Register

Resource / Material Allocation

This help to register all the enquiries in the
system and the enquiry can assign to the
concern estimation engineers for proceeding
further. We can easily track the status & age
of each enquires through this option.

Whatever your project is, you want your ERP
system to be a tool that keeps people, parts
and processes on track. Through Vertics ERP
you will be able to allocate resources such
materials, man power or others where and
when they are needed.

Estimation / Costing

Real-Time Information Access

Projects are sold based on estimated costs
plus markup. Vertics ERP has a complete tool
to prepare the project estimation and track
actual costs as the project moves along and
provide comparisons to the estimate to help
ensure profit at the completion.

One of the major features of ERP project
management systems is the ability to provide
common up-to-date information in real-time
to all the people involved from management
to execution levels.

PROCUREMENT /
PURCHASE
The module deals with sending purchase
requests to multiple suppliers, receiving
quotations and generating purchase orders
to suppliers and finally making goods receipt
voucher and goods receipt note etc.

INVENTORY / STORE
The module deals with the stock
maintenance, tracking of stocks in and out,
fast moving & slow-moving items, goods
conversions, transfers, adjustments & items
reorder notifications etc...

HR & PAYROLL
The Payroll module calculates monthly
payroll in one click. It takes (Basic salary +
Allowances + Over time) - (Deduction +
Absents). And the HR module helps to
maintain employee records and it can attach
documents of employees along with each
employee records to view them later when
needed. One of the features of HR module is
document expiry reminders which help the
HR manager to renew the employee specific
documents like passport, visa, insurance and
all other on time.

FINANCE
Save time and increase the accuracy of your
financial records with automated ledger
updates and reconciliation. Our finance
module also provides smart budgeting,
forecasting and reporting tools with
easy-to-use forms designed to meet all of
your business needs.

REPORTS
Vertics ERP 2.0 delivers fast, flexible
dashboards and reports which can bring all
of your company information together in one
place to easily perform sophisticated
business analysis. It empowers users to
make better decisions, faster with interactive
visualizations including chart & graph
reports.

ADMINISTRATION
This module allows creating multiple
companies & users. The super administrator
can create users and assign different user
roles to the members of your team in
different departments such as HR,
Accountant, sales executive etc... Each role
comes with its own capabilities and
restrictions. The administrator can also
create new role with custom privileges.

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

The most convenient
platform to organize
and track new leads
and interaction with
existing clients,
partners, agents and
other contacts.

Trading
Manufacturing
Construction
Engineering

Consulting
Maintenance & AMC
Recruitment

MODULES
Customers with Login
Leads
Sales Man
Projects
Tasks
Milestones
Quotation
Proposals
Invoicing
Receipts

WHY VERTIC S CRM
100% Improvement in
lead conversion rates

Revenue increase
per sales person

Improvement in
customer retention

Shorter sales cycle

See all customer
interactions and
transactions

Manage upsell, cross sell,
and renewals of existing
customers

Know what customers
bought and what they want

View service issues,
pending orders, overdue
invoices

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
WORKFLOW

REPORTS AND
SALES FUNNELS

CRM
DASHBOARDS

Different teams need different things at
different times, so flexibility is key.
Customize your CRM interface to meet
the specific requirements of your
organization. Add custom reports,
menu’s to manage your unique needs.
Manage multiple business processes
within your CRM using Layouts.

A quick look at the sales funnel gives an immediate
account of transactions in progress and their
respective stages. Stages can be added easily and
each one appears in a separate line and different
color. The length of the line corresponds to the total
sum of the deals at that stage, and a table with the
numeric values is displayed below the funnel.
Importantly, Vertics CRM lets you have unlimited sales
pipelines and build multiple sales funnels if you have
several product lines or profit canters.

Dashboards in CRM are instant
snapshots of the most important sales
activities. Each agent can see how
many deals they’ve won, how many
clients haven’t been invoiced yet and so
on. Dashboards are currently available
for deals, leads & invoices, to do list,
project updates etc.

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY
Recruitment Companies
Any companies having 5 + Employees

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

MODULES
HR
Timesheet
Payroll
Projects
Calendar
Assets
Events & meetings
Goal Tracking
Recruitment
Reports
Training
Performance
Accounts

VERTIC S HRMS

BENEFITS

An able workforce is an asset. Managing human resources well and
retaining them, is therefore crucial in order to meet your business
goals and objectives. While an automated and technologically sound
solution greatly supports you in this endeavor, it brings with it
challenges of maintenance costs and integration with other software
and systems. Our on demand Vertics Human Resources Management
Solution (Vertics HRMS) helps you overcome these issues, covering
the entire human resource management cycle, to give you a cost
efficient and reliable system. Beginning with recruitment, our solution
assists you through various phases of resource management in your
organization. The solution also helps you keep track of the career
development of employees through promotions, appraisals,
transfers, etc. and tracks parameters such as leave, loans, advances,
claims and so on. Using our solution, you can better manage and
utilize your workforce, while reducing the administrative tasks and
paper work needed for it.

Bringing industry best practices to your HR functions, Vertics
HRMS lets you assess and utilize your human resource potential
completely. The solution:
Increases the operational efficiency and productivity of your HR
department ν Reduces HR administrative costs ν Increases employee
engagement and satisfaction
Ensures seamless flow of information between employees,
supervisors, managers and administrators ν Improves leadership
development and succession
Enhances data integrity within the enterprise
Enables you to meet compliance and audit requirements
Enables you to view graphical analysis of data using the analytical
widgets

PAYROLL
Simple and easy to use, our solution can be accessed
anytime and gives you:
Reduce time-consuming and
error-prone clerical work by centralizing,
tracking, and reporting employee data
that may be scattered across multiple
systems.

Ensure government compliance to avoid
company risk in meeting federal and
state rules, regulations, and reporting
requirements.

Manage your employee information
more effectively with a set of powerful
tools.

Closely monitor employee records and
personnel actions, HR compliance,
benefits administration, absence
management, reporting (standard and
custom), and data import/export
actions.

Vertics HRMS Payroll If you want complete control over your payroll process and
sensitive payroll data, Vertics HRMS Payroll enables you to produce accurate,
timely payroll in-house and gives you complete control over your payroll process
and sensitive payroll data. Simplify your organization’s payroll processing with
selection lists and anytime check processing. We’ll keep you in compliance with
ever-changing tax laws through quarterly updates, including tax tables. Vertics
HRMS Payroll can produce U.S. or Canadian payroll or support a combination of
both if your organization operates in both countries. The advantages of in-house
payroll processing are the tight integration with Vertics HRMS, the comprehensive
reporting, the last-minute changes you can make if needed, and the comforting
assurance that you are in total control.

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS,
ON-PREMISE OR IN THE CLOUD
You have the freedom to choose a solution that best fits your unique business
requirements. You can choose from flexible deployment methods on-premise,
or in the cloud.

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY

TOUR MANAGEMENT APPLICATION (CLOUD)
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

MODULES
Bookings Management
Package
Customer
Supplier
Drivers
Guides
Driver & Guide Allocation
Invoicing
Reports

Tour & Travel Companies
Tour Agents
Tour Freelancers
Destination Management Companies

VERTIC S TOURS
Vertics Tours is a VAT Compliant Tour Management Software
specially crafted for all inbound and outbound tour operators. It
has been conceived by a blend of seasoned professionals with
rich and relevant experience in the tours industry. Your can simply
take bookings, assign driver or guide and create invoice easily. By

ONLINE TOUR BOOKING
MANAGEMENT

integrating the online tour booking system with our ERP application
you can easily import all bookings created in Online Tours
management to the ERP and you can manage the rest of your
company operations including, purchase, inventory, petty cash, bank
and cash, payment & receivables etc.

COMPLE TE SALES
AUTOMATION

EXPAND SELLING
CHANNELS

Eliminate endless paperwork and avoid having
to manually manage itineraries and bookings.
Have your entire tour, activity, and travel
service within a single centralized booking
engine. Saves time and boost your productivity.

Take bookings from multiple locations like
hotels or airports with a Tab or Laptops. All
the bookings will be saved and manage from
a single console.

AUTOMATE
OPERATIONS

MANAGE COMMISSION
RULES

DRIVER & GUIDE
ALLOCATION

Handle 10x more reservations with the
same number of employees with the quick
and easy booking system.

Use markets to define commission rules for your
travel agents, driver etc. Assign as many travel
agents as needed for a particular market.

You can simply select single or multiple
bookings and allocate driver or guide easily.

Create/Take Bookings from Multiple Locations &
Store in Single Database
Assign Driver / Guide
Create Invoice
Customer Outstanding
Login for Agents / Sales Person

REPORTS
Use insightful reports to track your
business performance. Get insights into
sales, marketing, products etc.

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY

RESTAURANT POS (CLOUD)
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

MODULES
Outlets
Purchase
Sales
Inventory
Waste
Expense
Food Items
Ingredients
Customers
Employers
Kitchen Screen
Table & Waiter

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

Restaurants
Cafeterias
Cafes
Shisha Centers

Cool Bars
Clubs
Bars

VERTIC S
RESTAURANT POS
Vertics POS is the Cloud-based POS
for restaurants and bars. Vertics POS
runs every type of restaurant from
QSR to fine dining, pizzerias,
enterprise franchises and sports
stadiums. Vertics has got innovative
feature sets, such as Table and waiter
management, central kitchen and
warehouse, inventory management
and food cost tracking to the
ingredient level, and much more.

KEY FEATURES
STOCK AND INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
One of the most tedious tasks in restaurant management is
Inventory and Stock management. Any kind of error in this will
lead to an outpouring of confusion in all departments. The
sophisticated stock and inventory management module of
eZee restaurant software is a stickler for detail which lets you
efficiently manage the stock, decrease wastage and track item
usage. The advance tracking and reports keep you up to date
with the inventory levels and see the fluctuating demands in
your store, allowing for better cost saving decisions.

Real-time inventory
Set stock levels
Transfer of items
Inventory & Stock

ADMINISTER ALL YOUR CHAIN
RESTAURANTS FROM THE HEAD
OFFICE UNIT

GIVING EVERYTHING ON YOUR
FINGERTIPS, EASILY SWITCH
FROM ONE ORDER T YPE TO OTHER

Vertics POS head office module is developed specifically
to bring all your business in one place. Whether it is chain
of restaurants or franchises, through our restaurant
management system, you can easily control various
functions of all your F&B businesses like track live status
of sales, stock and inventory, menu items and more from
one location.

Get direct access to all operation modes right from the main
dashboard. This reduces errors in order type and increases
speed of service. Get the flexibility to choose from Dine In,
Delivery, or Take Away, making it easier for the staff to track
the order type and simplify the billing process with restaurant
management system. Moreover, through the Kitchen Display
System (KDS), all orders are immediately displayed in the
kitchen to jump start the order preparation resulting in quicker
and better service.

Sync
Control from one location
Dashboard View
User Account

Dine In
Delivery
Take Away
Kitchen Display System

Manage your items with minimal complexity
Enter unlimited products and categories, modifiers and
variants. Customized sales screen with your own brand
color and Product and Services images. You can sell gift
cards as well!

Recipe Management & Food Costing
Configure ingredients and sub-recipes, build recipes in
minutes, tweak quantities and instantly see the effect of
ingredients on the cost of your menu items; stay on top of
your profitability. Vertics R-POS features incredibly
powerful food costing and menu engineering.

Fast Order Taking
Quickly select menu items by category or search by name.
Top selling items are listed under Frequent Items.
Categorize by order type, enter guest information, save
and edit at a later time.

Kitchen Display System (KDS)
Eliminate miscommunication between your staff. The system
will send the order automatically to kitchen display and the
chef/coffee maker can modify the status of order easily.

See Order Details
Manage all your orders in one place. Whether you want to
view yesterday’s orders or see how many To-Go orders
were made, Order Management makes it all convenient,
View order status, order number, payment type, time.
Additionally, orders can be filtered by date, searched by
order number, cancelled etc

Get key business insights from your
sales data
Get a Daily Summary at the end of each business day,
view Top Selling Items, and print Sales Reports. See
Total Sales for the day according to cash, credit,
refunds, etc. Total Number of Orders and Items Sold
allow you to quickly estimate how busy your
restaurant was for the day.

Be in the know - anytime, anywhere
All your data is backed up to the Cloud for easy and
secure access from anywhere. The management can
login and get the information about what’s going on in
your restaurant in real-time.

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE WITH POS (CLOUD)
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

MODULES
Products
Sale
Purchases
Sale
Stock Transfers
Stock Adjustment
Expenses
Reports
User Management
Contacts
Settings

Super Markets
Mini Markets
Mobile Outlets
Kiosks

SPA’s
Groceries
Any Trading Companies

VERTIC S

USE CASES / INDUSTRY

REQUISITION MANAGEMENT
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

MODULES
Tenant Management
Requisition
Technician
Conference Room Booking
Property Contract
Contract Expiry Reminders

Tour & Travel Companies
Tour Agents
Tour Freelancers
Destination Management Companies

USE CASES / INDUSTRY
Schools
Nursery’s
Montessori’s

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
DEPLOYMENT T YPE
PAYMENT T YPE

Cloud \ On Premise
Onetime \ Monthly

MODULES
ADMINISTRATIVE

ACADEMIC

Student Management

Assessment

Admissions

Attendance

Library

Assignment

Transport

Alumni

LMS

FINANCIAL

Collaboration

Fee Management

Quiz & Question Banks

Payroll Management

Student, Parent & Teacher Portal

Accounting System

COMMUNICATIVE
Event Management
Mobile Apps

CONTACT DE TAILS

TRANS EMIRATES SYSTEMS
(VERTIC S)
P.O. Box 45958,
M02 - Mezzanine Floor,
Gibca Towers, Khalifa Street,
Abu Dhabi, UAE

+971 2 62 77 454

+971 55 100 6 113

SALES@VERTIC S.NE T

WWW.VERTIC S.NE T

A Division of Trans Emirates Systems
A fast growing digital end-to-end ICT & security solution provider headquartered in Abu Dhabi since 1999.
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